ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a model-driven approach for the derivation of inter-component-interaction specifications from runtime tests. In particular, we use test-execution traces to record interactions between architectural components based on testing object-oriented systems. The resulting models are specified via UML diagrams. In order to transform test executions to corresponding component and interaction models, we define conceptual mappings (transformation rules) between a test-execution metamodel and the UML2 metamodel. As a proof of concept, we integrated the approach into our tool KaleidoScope.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A component-based architecture structures a software system in terms of components and connections between them [13]. (Re-)Structuring a system into components provides multiple advantages regarding system maintainability and code reusability at the large, e.g., by abstracting from details of object-oriented code structures [15]. Graphical models support a software system’s stakeholders in understanding and communicating a specific software architecture [5]. Today, UML models are a de facto standard for graphically documenting software structures and processes. In recent years, researchers have found disadvantages resulting from a purely manual creation and maintenance of software architectures. For instance, given the need for having an up-to-date documentation of (possibly) large component-based architectures, manual documentation maintenance becomes time consuming and error-prone. In response, approaches have been proposed for recovering a component-based architecture (and architecture documentation) semi-automatically from implementation artifacts of object-oriented systems (see, e.g., [11, 12]). Architectural components are connected by provided and required component interfaces (e.g., specified via interface contracts [11]) which define how a component can be used by other components. Component interfaces provide important information for multiple system stakeholders: e.g., for system integrators or architects (design by reuse) or for developers of components (design for reuse; [1]). A critical facet of component interfaces is the documentation of intended inter-component interactions (e.g., specified via synchronization contracts [1] such as Service-Interfaces in SoaML).

In this paper, we propose a technique for semi-automatically deriving UML-based specifications of interactions between architectural components from testing object-oriented systems. Deriving such component interactions involves clustering component interfaces and setting up filters for interactions between these interfaces. The resulting test-based interactions are expressed via respective UML diagrams. Our approach builds on conceptual mappings (transformation rules) between a test-execution metamodel, on the one hand, and the UML2 metamodel, on the other hand. As a proof of concept, we extended our tool KaleidoScope to support the proposed approach.

Conceptual Overview. Fig. 1 illustrates the suggested procedure. A software engineer (in the roles of a software developer or a test developer respectively) implements the system under test (SUT) and specifies the test script (step 1). Our approach requires the clustering of SUT classes to architectural components (step 2). This task can be performed manually by software architects (e.g., by structuring/annotating the source code using name spaces or packages, or

1 An extended paper version is available for download from our website [1].
2 Available for download from our website [1].
by using a DSL) or automatically (e.g., based on extracted traits of cohesion and coupling of classes [11]). Next, based on instrumenting the test run (e.g., using dynamic analysis), a test-execution trace model is extracted automatically (step 3). Then, by default, the specifications of all relevant test scenarios are derived. Therefore, the test-execution model (including the class-to-component allocation and the test-execution traces; source model, step 5) is transformed automatically to inter-component-interaction specifications (target model, step 6). This transformation is executed by a model-builder engine which implements (e.g., in QVT operational) the conceptual mappings (transformation rules) between the test-execution metamodel and the UML2 metamodel. The concrete source and target models are instances of the corresponding metamodels. Optionally, a specific test scenario can be selected by the software engineer (step 7). In any case, the resulting UML model can be used for analysis of the system behavior by the software engineer (see step 7).

2. A TEST-EXECUTION VIEWPOINT

To capture interactions between architectural components, we define and apply a test-execution viewpoint with the following three characteristics. First, the views document the intended behavior in terms of feature-call protocols (see C in Fig. 4) of the system under test (SUT; see process view of the “4+1 view model” [2]); i.e. intended reactions of the SUT triggered by stimuli specified in the test script. Second, the views provide contextual information on the test script and the test environment (see allocation viewtype [3]). This context allows for bi-directional mappings between test (or test parts) and (architectural) elements of the SUT; similar to a functional mapping [4]:

- Links from a selected test part to covered SUT elements (A in Fig. 4) and their behavior (see C in Fig. 4; test-based slicing, e.g., for use-case-driven documentation [3])
- Links from a selected SUT element to covering test

3The proposed procedure is fully supported by our tool KaleidoScope [2].

Third, the views combine with those conforming to other viewpoints as additional slicing criteria, such as the component & connector viewpoint (e.g., represented by UML component models, A in Fig. 4). This way, specifically tailored documentation can be obtained (model slicing).

Application Example. An exemplary object-oriented system consists of six classes allocated to three components (see Fig. 1). The owned class features are connected by multiple call dependencies (i.e. inter- vs. intra-component calls). A minimal test scenario for this SUT (testScenarioX) is depicted in Listing 4. Consider now, for instance, a software developer who intends to modify or to reuse ComponentA. She wants to identify the component’s behavioral inter-dependencies to other components. Based on the derived specifications in Fig. 2, the participation of ComponentA in three test scenarios can be established; as indicated by the owned ports port Ax−z (see A). The developer can then decide to investigate one test scenario to detail the corresponding inter-component interactions therein, such as called and calling features (e.g. operationA2a in fragment C of Fig. 4).
### 3. DERIVING SPECIFICATIONS OF INTER-COMPONENT INTERACTIONS

Our approach applies scenario-based testing \cite{12} to document the interplay between objects in the SUT. The SUT’s runtime behavior (in terms of execution traces triggered by scenario tests) is constituted by the mutual interchange of messages between SUT objects. For specifying component interactions, we abstract from the concrete SUT elements (e.g., objects and class features) and their message exchanges by considering calls between components only. To transform test-execution trace models into UML interaction between components automatically, we define a set of conceptual mappings (transformation rules) between the test-execution metamodel, on the one hand, and the UML2 metamodel, on the other hand. These mappings are specified in transML \cite{7} and refined by OCL mapping and consistency constraints. See the extended paper version for details \cite{8}.

### 4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an approach for deriving UML-based specifications of interactions between architectural components from scenario-based runtime tests. The proposed viewpoint provides process documentation \cite{4} in terms of sequences of (mutual) object-feature calls. The underlying execution traces are automatically extracted from test runs on object-oriented systems. Conceptual metamodel mappings between a test-execution metamodel and the UML metamodel render the approach generic.

We extended our tool KaleidoScope\cite{9} with support for the approach described above. In particular, KaleidoScope builds on the testing framework STORM \cite{10} and model transformations (Eclipse M2M/QVTo). SUT classes can be allocated to components by defining packages in the system’s source code. KaleidoScope then automatically derives the specifications by instrumenting the STORM test execution using message interceptors and callstack introspection.

Future work will seek to evaluate the approach in a larger project setting regarding its scalability and its benefits over manually creating and maintaining software-architecture documentation.
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